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This campaign will include a poster campaign throughout the School but will include vinyl posters applied to
the inside of the large double height glazing panels that make combine to form the entrance to the School.  The
vinyls will combine to form a single image featuring the “ïmpact from within” slogan and quotes and photos from
School alumni.

The posters will also be applied to the safety balustrade with posters containing the logos of The University of
Oxford and the School and photos and profiles of alumni. The purpose of this messaging on the balustrade is
to communicate to visitors to Oxford, commuters and the local community exactly what the Saïd Business
School does, together with a few examples of alumni achievements. This messaging forms part of an overall
school strategy of making the School better understood and more accessible to all these groups

The Applicant intends to regularly refresh the posters to feature different alumni so the submitted plans so one
example of the full campaign for the front elevation of the school. The rotation of the posters can be controlled
by condition if deemed necessary.

No illumination of the vinyls is proposed as part of this application.

Planning Assessment

The main policy of the Development Plan relevant to this application is policy DH6 of the Local Plan 2036. This
is concerned with both shopfronts and signage. The sections relevant to this application read:

“… [A]dvertisement consent will only be granted for signage and other forms of advertisement where the
design, positioning, materials, colour, proportion and illumination are not detrimental to assets with heritage
significance or visual or residential amenity, as demonstrated through the following criteria, all of which
should be met:

a) the design responds to and positively contributes to the character and design of existing buildings
and surroundings; and

b) public safety would not be prejudiced; and
c) visual pollution and clutter are avoided…”

In assessing this application, it is important to note that the School lies outside any of Oxford’s Conservation
Areas and cannot be considered to be in the setting of any designated or non-designated heritage assets.
Furthermore, the proposed signs can only be seen when walking past the site and there are no residential
properties nearby that have a direct view of the front of the School.

As such, the Applicant contends heritage significance and residential amenity considerations are not relevant
to this application.

Furthermore, the proposed posters will not overhang the public highway as they are to be applied to the existing
windows and balustrade, so public safety is also not a relevant issue.

Therefore, Policy DH6 directs that visual amenity is the key issue to assess with this proposal, seeking to avoid
a cluttered street scene.

The Business School is a substantial building with a wide front elevation that is a dominant feature of the
experience of Frideswide Square. It is quite normal for such buildings, particularly those with high proportions
of glazing to use these vinyl posters to activate a front elevation and add visual interest.

Currently the front elevation gives little clue as to what the building is used for. These posters will give the
building additional street presence in a very busy part of the city centre next to the train station.

Whilst the posters will combine into a substantial two-storey display, they will still appear subservient to the
building as a whole, which will continue to be dominated by the buff brick facades either side of the recessed




